
Stillswim Introduces Revolutionary Swim
Tether and Foot Floats for Medium to Slow
Swimmers

CHARMHAVEN, NSW, AUSTRALIA, April 3, 2024 /EINPresswire.com/ -- Stillswim, a leading provider

of innovative swimming equipment, has recently announced the launch of its patented

stationary swim tether and foot floats. This revolutionary product is designed to provide

buoyancy to the lower body and legs, making it easier for medium to slow swimmers to use

without their legs sinking. Unlike most other swim tethers in the market, Stillswim's product is

suitable for use in pools as small as 3 yards and can also be used while on a cruise, vacation, or

business trip.

The new swim tether and foot floats from Stillswim have been receiving rave reviews from

swimmers of all levels. The unique design of the product allows for a more natural and

comfortable swimming experience, especially for those who struggle with keeping their legs

afloat while using traditional swim tethers. This makes it an ideal choice for beginners, as well as

those who are recovering from injuries or have limited mobility.

"We are thrilled to introduce our patented swim tether and foot floats to the market," said the

CEO of Stillswim. "We understand the struggles that medium to slow swimmers face while using

traditional swim tethers, and we wanted to create a solution that would make swimming more

enjoyable and accessible for everyone. Our product is not only easy to use, but it also provides

the necessary buoyancy to the lower body and legs, allowing swimmers to focus on their

technique and improve their overall performance."

The Stillswim swim tether and foot floats are made with high-quality materials and are designed

to be durable and long-lasting. They are also compact and lightweight, making them the perfect

travel companion for swimmers who want to stay in shape while on the go. With this new

product, Stillswim continues to innovate and provide solutions for swimmers of all levels, making

swimming a more enjoyable and accessible activity for all.

For more information about Stillswim's patented stationary swim tether and foot floats, please

visit their website or contact their customer service team.
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